A NEW HIGH-EFFICIENCY PROCEDURE FOR AGGREGATE GRADATION DETERMINATION OF THE RAILWAY BALLAST BY MEANS IMAGE RECOGNITION METHOD
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The mechanical characteristics of the railway superstructure are related to the properties of the ballast, and especially to the particle size distribution of its grains. Under the constant stress-strain of carriages, the ballast can deteriorate over time, and consequently it should properly be monitored for safety reasons. The equipment which currently monitors the railway superstructure (like the Italian diagnostic train Archimede) do not make any “quantitative” evaluation of the ballast. The aim of this paper is therefore to propose a new methodology for extracting railway ballast particle size distribution by means of the image processing technique. The procedure has been tested on a regularly operating Italian railway line and the results have been compared with those obtained from laboratory experiments, thus assessing how effective is the methodology which could potentially be implemented also in diagnostic trains in the near future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ballast is defined as granular material of specified properties placed on the formation to provide vertical and lateral support to the sleepers. Ballast layer maintain an adequate stability to the sleepers against vertical, lateral and longitudinal forces generated by rolling stocks. Also, ballast layer provides adequate dynamic resilience for the railway track and provides sufficient permeability for drainage.

In order to guarantee high security levels for users and effectively manage railway maintenance activities, high efficiency techniques have been employed to monitor the railway superstructure, like those implemented in the so-called diagnostic trains (e.g. “the Archimede train”). However, this equipment does not currently allow to evaluate any quantitative degradation of the ballast, and especially its particle size distribution. A specific research has therefore been carried out to develop a procedure for determining
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railway ballast particle size distribution by means of the image processing technique. Such a technique has already given very good results when adopted in railway monitoring [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] as well as in numerous other fields of transport engineering [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The equipment used in the analyses consists of a high-resolution 16.1MP camera placed on a tripod at a prefixed height of 0.80 m. The experimentation has been conducted on a new Italian railway line, along the section “EMS/La Malfa – Cardillo” in Palermo which already had laboratory data acquired by a certified authority and in complete conformity with the Italian Railway Network Specifications (Capitolato RFI, n. XXXX OD D IF SP XX.XX.X.X 001 B). The surveys have covered three distinct positions which were at a distance of 10 metres the one from the other along the same railway line, and whose granulometric curves have been extracted and properly compared with the laboratory results obtained by a body independent of the research group. The methodological procedure is described below.

2. DIGITAL IMAGE SEGMENTATION

According to Ballard [12], the digital image segmentation is the process of subdividing an image into distinct regions that are homogeneous with respect to a certain quality (Region of Interest, ROI – in this case the stone aggregates of the railway ballast). This implementation has started by adopting Otsu’s method [13] for a preliminary threshold segmentation of the image complementary to that under examination. Exactly on this image, the suggested procedure investigates areas of uncertainty which can misdefine grain boundaries. As a matter of fact, the thresholded image with Otsu’s method is highly influenced by the colorimetric intensity of each grain and/or by the local lighting variations of the scene which, on the other hand, in outdoor environment, are highly dependent of the time when the image is taken. In light of the above, the suggested procedure extracts the grain boundaries from the original image by means of the iterative algorithm discussed in [1, 2, 3]. Once closed and connected regions of grains have been obtained, their boundaries have been processed via a specifically adapted Watershed-type algorithm [13, 14] in order to check and, if needed, repair the irregularities in the grain boundary shape as well as to subdivide the connected regions with a slight difference in colorimetric texture. In the final part, the procedure extracts the quantities of interest to determine the aggregate particle size distribution [5] under examination.

3. THRESHOLD SEGMENTATION, DIGITAL IMAGE BINARIZATION

Considering the contrast between grains and image background, it is possible to proceed with threshold image segmentation in order to classify and distinguish the pixels into homogeneous classes, based on their intensity variance. By accurately analysing the image fragment shown in Figure 2, the real spatial position of crushed stone grains is
seen to create some darker areas as a result of the grain neighbourhood and their mutual contact positions.

This procedure investigates these parts in order to adjust any irregularity in the separation areas between two adjacent grains. Figure 3 illustrates the complement image [13, 14, 15] in order to emphasize the darkest areas via higher light intensities.

By assuming a unique and arbitrary threshold value, the image is divided into different regions with closed and connected boundaries. Each region comprises only one pixel whose intensity is lesser or higher than the threshold value. By modifying the threshold value, also the shape and/or the number of the image-segmented regions change. The image can also be segmented by arbitrarily setting different threshold values. In order to fix the number of the thresholds and their respective values, it is advisable to analyze the shape of the pixel intensity histogram. For instance, in the image of Figure 3 the application of Otsu’s method develops the binary image as in Figure 4 and its respective pixel intensity (variance) histogram is illustrated in Figure 5.
Furthermore, it has been ascertained that [1, 2, 3], though individually segmented, each chromatic plane (RGB) of the same image provides, as expected, results that are almost identical. In order to simplify and to speed up the whole procedure, only the red chromatic plane was subject to thresholding. The image downstream of the previous threshold elaborations is shown in Figure 4. It is however worth noting that the binary image with a unique threshold obtained after segmentation (via Otsu’s or any other method) is affected by evident irregularities due to the following reasons:

- some regions, though visually separated, are not divided because of their mutual position;
- the colorimetric texture of (micro or macro) cracks in the same grain sometimes leads to a non-realistic subdivision of the grain itself;
- the boundaries given by thresholding are different from those obtained via the Watershed method and certainly more reliable.

In order to eliminate or reduce the irregularities listed above, appropriate morphological boundary operators [14, 15, 16, 17] have been used to detect and close small white cracks within each grain surface, which appear black in the thresholded image shown in Figure 4. The result is given in Figures 6 and 7. It is moreover worth observing that for expository reasons Figure 6 shows the grain cavities of the complement image which are depicted green in Figure 4, while the image in Figure 7 displays the final result.

The next step is to extract the boundary contours \{C\} between grains from the image in Figure 7 and there marked in black. To this end, an appropriate binary morphological function [1, 2, 14, 16] encodes every grain perimeter which, in this image, also represents the possible separation surface from the background. The result of such an activity is reported in Figure 8. Next, the suggested methodology investigates the transition areas between a grain and the darkest background regions with regard to every edge of the points detected in domain \{C\}. Indeed, the uncertainty about defining the grain boundary is highly dependent on how effectively any pixel which
belongs to the grain and to the background at the same time, is eliminated (areas of uncertainty). In light of what just said and reported in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], it follows as such: Let us consider, for clarity reasons, a part “A” of the image of Figure 2 shown in Figure 9.

A median filter is applied through the following relation:

\[ M = A \ast B \]  

where in this specific case the template B has a definite [3X3] dimension and a coefficient equal to (1/9).

\[ B = \left( \frac{1}{9} \right) \ast \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

The relation (1) can be interpreted as a 3x3-sized window moving on the image, from one pixel to another, both on the rows and the columns. Within this window the products are computed by multiplying the image intensity levels and the corresponding values of the filter which is, in this case, developed as the mean of the eight adjacent pixel values. The resulting value replaces, each time, the central pixel of the template B on the image A. Typically, by a two-dimensional signal, like a digital image, a median filter (1) tends to eliminate the noise (high-frequency disturbance), but simultaneously it introduces an image blurring effect to mitigate the steps constituting the details of the filtered objects (coarse boundaries, etc.).

It follows that the ideal would be to find the optimum compromise between noise removal and detail preservation. This procedure iteratively applies the previous
filter so as to spread the numerical values of all the pixels which certainly belong to a colorimetrically homogeneous area, be it the grain or the background. It results that the image at time “t” (iteration step) derives from the original image convolved with the median filter (1), or:

\[ A(i,j,t) = A_0(i,j) \times M(i,j,t) \]

where \((i,j)\) are the pixel position indices within the original matrix \(A\) and \(\times\) stands for the convolution operator. For congruence reasons, it is necessary to attribute every generic pixel occupying the position \([i, j]\) to a colorimetrically homogeneous area (be it the grain or the background), so as not to eliminate the fundamental information of their boundaries. Moreover, since the expanded mean filter (3) tends to remove the information on the edge details, this effect should be mitigated by applying another operator which, instead, emphasizes grain boundaries. In light of the above, downstream of the previous convolution (3), an edge extraction operator labelled range operator [14, 15], has necessarily been applied. This non convolutive filter type allows to replace the central pixel with the range difference of the template \(B\) selecting the chromatic intensities of image \(A\), which has a \([3x3]\) size as well. For each deviation \((i,j)\) from the template \(B\), the value of the central pixel can therefore be formalized as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
R(i,j) &= (\text{MAX}(A_{i-1,j-1}; A_{i-1,j}; A_{i-1,j+1}; A_{i,j-1}; A_{i,j}; A_{i,j+1}; \cdots; A_{i+1,j+1}) - \\
&\quad \text{MIN}(A_{i-1,j-1}; A_{i-1,j}; A_{i-1,j+1}; A_{i,j-1}; A_{i,j}; A_{i,j+1}; \cdots; A_{i+1,j+1}));
\end{align*}
\]

So, the range values of every \([3x3]\) boundary of all the pixels belonging to the original image \(A\) have been sought and highlighted. Such a filter allows to define some chromatic intensity values which will fill a matrix having information on element contours. These values are then subtracted from matrix \(M\), thus reducing the pixel intensities which mark the boundary of every grain. The result of such an iterative process is illustrated in Figure 11.

\[
J(i,j,t) = J(i,j) + \text{abs}(M(i,j,t) - R(i,j,t)).
\]

As a matter of fact, by examining every pixel intensity profile (Figure 12) corresponding to any direction between the grain boundary and the background area (represented by the red line in Figure 11), it results that while the relation (1) tends to make numerically uniform the pixel value on the point edge under consideration, the relation (4) on the same contour lowers the values in the darkest areas and therefore colorimetrically near the background. In other words, the aim has been to modify the numerical pixel values of the ballast grains on the external as well as the internal regions in order to make them as colorimetrically uniform as possible.
4. IMAGE SEGMENTATION WITH THE WATERSHED TRANSFORM

Once determined the Boolean matrix of Figure 14 by means of the Equation 10, the same image has been processed by the Watershed method. Such a methodology allows to segment an image by interpreting the pixel values as “parts” with respect to a preset reference value.

Moreover the Watershed algorithm has been applied for better analyzing the shape of closed and connected regions previously obtained and for their eventual correction. With regard to the implemented algorithm, all the points near the grain boundaries and in their internal regions adequately modified have been considered as “significant markers” (see Figure 13).

In order to have a range of markers “correctly” displayed in a Boolean image, it has been necessary to use a morphological operator known as “Boolean distance”, which attributes a progressive numerical value to every non-null pixel as a function of the distance from the closest null pixel. This way the separation lines between grains have precisely been defined and the equidistant areas have been highlighted, thus obtaining numerical information on the three-dimensional characteristics of the grain shape along the separation surface.

The final outcome of the above procedure is illustrated in Figure 14 where a superposition of the results from the Watershed application to boundaries onto the original image is shown with different colours, while in Figure 15 the grain and grain boundaries and separation surfaces downstream of the Watershed transform have been isolated.
5. Determination of the Geometric Quantities of Interest

For the purpose of this research, some geometric quantities which characterize the shape of the grains previously identified have been determined. Once the boundary has been identified (see Figure 15), the following geometrical object data can easily be acquired [1, 2, 3, 16, 18, 19, 20]:

- area (A): expressed in terms of number of the pixels representing the object;
- perimeter (P): expressed in terms of number of the pixels constituting the boundary, denoted with P;
- compactness (C): given by the following ratio $C = \frac{P^2}{A}$ (the square of the perimeter makes the ratio independent of the real object dimensions);
- minor axis of the ellipse: centred on the barycentre of every grain and with the same normalized second-order central moment. For the aim of this research, this axis will later be assumed as coinciding with the diameter found for every single grain.
- major axis of the ellipse: centred on the barycentre of every grain and with the same normalized second-order central moment.

With regard to the image fragment of Figure 2, some of the previously discussed quantities are shown in Figure 16.
6. APPLICATION AND RESULTS

Ballast normally is comprised of particles ranging in size from 1.18 to 63 mm, with majority of articles in the 28 to 50 mm size range. A comparison of particle sizes for British (Network Rail), German (Deutsche Bahn AG), Indian (Indian railways), Australian (Australian Rail Track Corporation) and Turkish (Turkish Railways) systems is given in Table 1 [21, 22, 23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British Network Rail</th>
<th>German Railways</th>
<th>Indian Railways</th>
<th>Australian Rail Track</th>
<th>Turkish Railways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size (mm)</td>
<td>Cumulative % Passing</td>
<td>Size (mm)</td>
<td>Cumulative % Passing</td>
<td>Size (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>70-100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>65-100</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>30-65</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30-65</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-50</td>
<td>≥ 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In light of what has been said so far and starting from the planar RGB image of the three observation points of the ballast under examination (railway section EMS/ La Malfa – Cardillo, Italy), the quantities of interest (area, dimension, orientation of the minimum diameter of each segmented grain) have been extracted. Afterwards these geometric quantities have been calibrated in order to convert every quantity measured in the image, expressed in pixel, into the real one. It is generally known that in an image the dimension of the same object [1, 2], set at a fixed distance from the camera, differs according to the position occupied in the image itself. These differences, due to the peculiarity of the camera optics, are systematic and may therefore be evaluated via the projective geometry or via image resampling (a comparison is made between the real dimensions of the object and those of its representation). It has then been sufficient to compare the dimensions of few grains depicted in the images with the real ones, via simple geometric proportions. For the three positions under examination the respective aggregate gradation curves are given in Figures 17 to 19, together with the granulometric curves from laboratory analyses carried out with classical sieving [24]. Noticeably, the granulometric curves obtained via the method described in this paper are virtually identical to those from the laboratory tests.
Table 2

Estimate aggregate gradations and Laboratory aggregate gradations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve size (mm)</th>
<th>Position N. 1</th>
<th>Position N. 2</th>
<th>Position N. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real passing sieve (%)</td>
<td>2.95 18.69 43.68 81.89 100</td>
<td>2.95 18.69 43.68 81.89 100</td>
<td>2.95 18.69 43.68 81.89 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average estimated passing sieve (%)</td>
<td>2.78 17.04 48.61 84.48 100</td>
<td>1.97 16.53 47.83 81.63 100</td>
<td>2.61 19.20 48.12 79.52 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 17. Granulometric curve, Position No. 1
Fig. 18. Granulometric curve, Position No. 2

Fig. 19. Granulometric curve, Position No. 3
7. Conclusions

The aim of this research is to introduce an alternative methodology to obtain granulometric curves of the railway ballast very quickly and without any laboratory analysis. The suggested procedure, based on the image processing technique, is suitable to be complementary to the high efficiency equipment already used to monitor the superstructure. For the scope of this research, the image segmentation methods by Otsu and Watershed have been used.

The research has involved specific experiments on a regularly operating Italian railway line. On the section under examination, the aggregate gradation curves have been determined in three different major positions and they have next been compared with those obtained for the same positions through laboratory analyses, carried out by a body independent of the scholars, authors of the research. Looking at the optimum results in terms of analysis precision and speed, the methodology could be employed to carry out both field surveys on specific points of interest for the railway managing body and high efficiency surveys, and be implemented in the near future so as to improve a specific equipment for diagnostic trains, already operating in other railway networks.
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